Representative López, J. offered the following:

Amendment (with title amendment)

Remove lines 119-125 and insert:

(7) An elected official in this state who discriminates or demeans any person publicly based on the person's race, gender identity, sexual orientation, language, nationality, disability, or party-affiliation commits a misdemeanor of the second degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083. This subsection may be cited as the "M.U.T.A.N.T. Act" or "The Many United Trans Allies Nullifying Tyranny Act."
T I T L E  A M E N D M E N T

Remove lines 8-11 and insert:
prohibiting an elected official in this state from
discriminating or demeaning any person publicly on
specified grounds; providing criminal penalties; providing
a short title;